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Abstract

The Origin-Destination (OD) matrix is essential in de-
scribing traffic and transportation in a region. The reliabil-
ity of the estimated O-D matrix from traffic counts depends
much on the quality and quantity of the available input
data, which in turn depends on the number and locations
of traffic counting stations. Models like screen-line based
approach is developed for the case where no target O-D
matrix is available. But this model may not be realistic
for the practical applications due to budgetary constraints
of the traffic management agencies. This paper proposes a
methodology, which is designed to handle the situation in
which the O-D matrix is unavailable or scarce. It requires
traffic count data on links. The paper presented models for
finding (1) optimum number of traffic counting locations
and (2) maximum flow captured by these locations and are
illustrated with numerical examples.
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1 Introduction

An Origin-Destination (O-D) matrix provides information about
the number of travel trips made between different O-D pairs lo-
cated within a road network for a given region. In recent decades,
a substantial interest is developed in the field of estimating O-D ma-
trix from traffic counts. Traffic counts from different locations has
different degree of influence to the O-D matrix estimation. Hence
it is significant to develop a systematic selection of optimum links
from the network [3].
Yang and Zhou [2] conducted a comprehensive investigation based
Maximal Possible Relative Error(MPRE) to determine the optimal
number and locations of traffic counting stations and suggested
’Four location rules’. The major drawback for this O-D covering
approach is that it considers only one path (probably shortest path)
between each O-D pair. If no path flow information or turning prob-
abilities are available, Yang et al. [1] introduced screen-line based
approach for finding optimal traffic counting locations, which is
based on O-D ’separation rule’. But this approach may not be re-
alistic for practical applications due to budgetary constraints of the
traffic management agencies. Lundgren et al. [4] established that
the most commonly used approach for detector allocation, maxi-
mizing the coverage of O-D pair seems to be unfavourable for the
quality of the estimated O-D matrix rather Maximum flow coverage
detector allocation method gives surprisingly good result in most
of the experiments.
The proposed model is intended to determine the optimal number
and locations of traffic counting stations in a network in order to
estimate the origin destination matrix. As a first step paths be-
tween O-D pairs based on its importance, which can be determined
by prior link flow data, is identified. Hence the input data required
here is the road network, link flows, and list of O-D pairs. Model
uses a screen-line based approach to cover all paths having a par-
ticular flow or higher, in order to attain maximum flow coverage.
As the input data on prior link flows may not be very reliable in
the present context, it seems quite appropriate to use the concept
of fuzzy graph theory [5] to determine the above mentioned flow.
So the weights are assigned to links (arcs) based on prior link flow
data and accordingly weights of the paths are found out. α-strong
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paths as well as α-strength reducing set of arcs for each O-D pair
is also determined. Based on this concept, two integer program-
ming models are developed to determine: 1)the number of arcs in
any minimum α-strength reducing set of arcs of the O-D pairs 2)
strong weight and identification of the corresponding α-strength
reducing set of arcs of the pair.

2 Determination of traffic counting lo-

cations using fuzzy graph approach

In this section, mathematical models are formulated to identify
the set of optimal link locations from prior traffic counts on links
for which prior information about the magnitude of origin depar-
tures/destination arrivals or prior travel demand between O-D pairs
is not required. Let G:(N,A) be a transportation network, where N
is the set of nodes, A be the set of links and W be the set of O-D
pairs

Definition 1. [6]A path P of length n is a sequence of distinct
nodes u0, u1, ..., un such that µ(ui−1, ui) > 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n and the
degree of membership of a weakest arc is defined as its strenght.
The strength of connectedness between two nodes u and v is defined
as the maximum of the strengths of all paths between u and v and
is denoted by CONNG(u, v).

Definition 2. A path P is called a t-strong path if S(P) ≥ t,
t ∈ (0, 1], where S(P) is the strength of a path P.

Definition 3. A set of arcs Eα ⊆ µ is said to be an α-strength
reducing set of arcs for the u-v pair if CONNG−Eα(u, v) < α, α ∈
(0, 1] where G−Eα is the fuzzy subgraph of G obtained by removing
all arcs in Eα

Definition 4. An α-strength reducing set of arcs for the u-v
pair with n elements is said to be a minimum α-strength reducing
set of arcs for the u-v pair if there exist no α-strength reducing set
of arcs for the u-v pair with less than n elements. A minimum α-
strength reducing set of arcs for the u-v pair is denoted by Eα(u, v).
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Theorem 5. (Characterisation of α-strength reducing set of
arcs)

Let G : (σ, µ) be a connected fuzzy graph and u, v any two nodes
in G. Then a set Eα of arcs in G is an α-strength reducing set of
arcs for the u-v pair iff every α-strong path from u to v contains at
least one arc of Eα.
Proof: Suppose that Eα is an α-strength reducing set of arcs
for the u-v pair in G and P be an α-strong u-v path in G. If P
contains no arcs of Eα, the removal of Eα keep intact and hence
G−Eα contains P. Thus CONNG−Eα(u, v) = CONNG(u, v) , which
contradict the fact that Eα is an α-strength reducing set of arcs for
the u-v pair. Thus P must contain at least one member of Eα.

Conversely, suppose that α-strong u-v path contain at least one
arc of Eα, where Eα ⊆ µ. Then the removal of Eα destroys all α-
strong u-v paths in G and hence CONNG−Eα < α. Thus it follows
that Eα is an α-strength reducing set of arcs for the u-v pair.

Remark 2.1. Let G : (σ, µ) be a connected fuzzy graph and u, v
any two nodes in G. The maximum number of arc disjoint α-strong
u-v paths in G is equal to the number of arcs in a minimum(with
respect to number of arcs) α-strength reducing set of arcs for the
u-v pair.

Definition 6. The weight of an α-strength reducing set of
arcs for the u-v pair is defined as: wα(Eα) =

∑
e∈Eα

µ(ei) and
the strong weight Sα(Eα)is defined as the maximum weight of α-
strength reducing set of arcs for the u-v pair.

The following models gives the optimum number of traffic count-
ing locations and the maximum flow captured by these number of
locations for different values of α.
Model 1: Determination of number of arcs in any minimum α-
strength reducing set of arcs for the U-V pair:

Minimise Z1 =
∑

a

xa

subject to
∑

a

δwraxa ≥ 1, r ∈ Rwα , wα ∈ Wα

xa ∈ {0, 1}, a ∈ A.
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Where W is the set of O-D pairs in the network, Wα is the set of O-
D pairs with strength of connectedness atleast α, Rwα is the set of
paths between O-D pair wα, δwra is the path-link indicator denoting
1 if link a is on path r betweeen O-D pair wα, and 0 otherwise and
x is the link coverage vector with elements xa denoting 1 if link a
is observed and 0 otherwise.
Model 2: Determination of strong weight and identification of the
corresponding α-strength reducing set of arcs for the U-V pair:

Maximise Z2 =
∑

a

vaxa

subject to
∑

a

δwraxa ≥ 1, r ∈ Rwα , wα ∈ Wα

∑

a

xa = l, xa ∈ {0, 1}, a ∈ A.

where va is arc weight of the arc a, l is the optimum number of arcs
in any α-strength reducing set optained by Model 1.

2.1 Test problem

Figure 1: A small directed network for numerical analysis.

For demonstration purpose, consider a simple network with 4
zones (1, 2, 3, 4), 9 nodes (1 to 9) and 14 links. Four O-D pairs are
assumed with prior link flow data. Here we consider only O-D pair
with strength of connectedness α at least 0.3. i,e., CONNG(u, v) ≥
0.3, where CONNG(u, v) = Max{S(P ); P is a u-v path in G}. The
O-D pairs denoted by Wα = {1 − 3, 1 − 4, 2 − 4}. Note that some
of the O-D pairs may have more than one path.
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O-D Pair Path Strength
1-3 3-10 0.32

1-4

3-6-11-14 0.49
3-6-8-12 0.49
1-4-11-14 0.73
1-4-8-12 0.57

2-4
5-12 0.62
5-9-11-14 0.33

Table 1.
The O-D pair 1-4 has four 0.3-strong paths. But the maximum
number of arc disjoint 0.3-strong path is 2. By Model 1, the min-
imum number of arcs in any 0.3-strength reducing set is 2. i.e.,
two arcs are enough to cover all the 0.3-strong paths in the O-D
pair 1-4. Our aim is to capture maximum flow through all the four
paths using two counting locations. Model 2 gives the maximum
flow with two arcs {11, 12} is 187.
Consider the entire network, Model 1 gives the optimal number of
traffic counting locations to separate all the 0.3-strong paths in net-
work is 3. The feasible solution is {(3, 4, 5), (3, 12, 14), (3, 11, 12),
(1, 3, 5), (10, 12, 14), (10, 11, 12)}. Model 2 gives the optimum
location of traffic counting locations with maximum flow 264 is {3,
11, 12}.

2.2 Application to a real road network

In order to apply the proposed method to a real road network,
we considered the Calicut city of South India. The city is located
on the West Coast of the Indian Sub-continent at Latitude 11-15
and Longitude 75- 47 E. It is the most important urban center in
Kerala, whose network topology is given in Figure [2]. The network
consists of 182 O-D pairs, 340 unidirectional links and a total of 487
routes are considered. The data is collected from NATPAC, a state
government authority for urban transportation and planning.

Due to the lack of prior path flow or prior O-D matrix, we can
not prioritise the paths directly. So to prioritize the links(arcs),
the weights are assigned to links based on prior link flow data by
dividing the highest link traffic count in the network. In this model,
the parameter α ensure that the counting sites are located on the
paths with a particular flow or more.
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Figure 2: Traffic network of the Calicut city (South India)

The following table gives the overview of how α affects the number
of counting locations for complete coverage, flow interception and
path coverage. It is observed that for an increase of 11 counting
locations , the increase in the captured flow is only around 2%.
Such an analysis will enable us to decide the number of counting
locations and accordingly its locations.

Values of α 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10
Number of counting locations
required for complete coverage

6 9 21 32

Number of paths separated 20 33 127 214
Percentage of net flow captured 5.64 9.40 18.20 20.32

Table 2: Summary of optimisation results for different α values:
The table 2 shows that as the α values decreases, the number of
counting locations, number of paths seperated and percentage of
net flow captured increases significantly. The integer programs are
solved using LINGO Software.

Figure 3: Number of paths seperated and Percentage of net flows
captured by the counting locations.
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3 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a methodology for identifying traffic
counting locations which uses a screen-line based approach to cover
all paths having a particular flow or higher, in order to attain max-
imum flow coverage goal. Model 1 gives the optimum number of
locations and Model 2 gives its locations with total flow captured
by these locations. The advantage of this model is that it can de-
termine link locations even if target O-D matrix is unavailable. The
model can be applied when budgetary constraints are also imposed.
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